PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

MAIN TOPICS: DRUG INDUCED MELANOMA/ONE STEP MELANOMA SURGERY (OSMS)
(53 original presentations, 6 international lectors)

Sofia
13-14 march, 2020

PER ASPERA AD ASTRA!
Second National Conference of the Bulgarian Society
to Dermatologic surgery (BULSDS.com)

REGISTRATION TIME FRIDAY: 8:00-9:00 am / 13:00-14:00 pm
Preliminary registration ends at 10 of march, 2020 under:
00359885588424/georgi_tchernev@yahoo.de

Friday 13.03.2020 (30 original presentations)
Second National Conference of the Bulgarian Society for Dermatologic surgery (BULSDS.com)
Morning session (I) (9:00-10:15) (1 Session: Drug Induced Melanoma/ One Step melanoma Surgery/ melanocytic tumours/ nevi)

Presentations upload 10/15 min. before the session has started!

Chairs: Prof. Dr. Georgi Tchernev, Dr. Violeta Marinova, Dr. Ivan Georgiev, Dr. Mariana Zamir

1. Ivanka Temelkova, Ivan Terziev, Valeri Malev, Georgi Tchernev
   Nevus Blue: surgical approach in 4 selected cases. 10 min

2. Valeri Malev, Ivanka Temelkova, Georgi Tchernev
   Again a case of a regressive, but simultaneously metastatic Melanoma: is there a New hope for conservative approach? 6 min.

3. Ivanka Temelkova, Georgi Tchernev
   Irbesartan/ASS-induced melanoma? First report in the world medical literature with a perfect final outcome after one step melanoma surgery (OSMS)/ without performing preoperative tumour thickness measurement. 10 min.

4. Georgi Tchernev, Ivanka Temelkova
   Valsartan induced cutaneous Melanoma: first description in the Medical Literature!? Big Pharma Paradoxes: "The simple Example for complicated Relations!" 14 min.

5. Valeri Malev, Georgi Tchernev
   Development of BCC of the back and dysplastic nevus after starting an antihypertensive therapy with Valsartan/Hydrochlorothiazide. 8 min.

6. Georgi Tchernev, Ivanka Temelkova
   Valsartan/hydrochlorothiazide induced prostate carcinoma in patient who subsequently developed Irbesartan induced Melanoma: Successful Treatment via OSMS. 10 min.

Coffee break 10:15-11:00
Morning session (II) 11:00-12.15 (2 Session: melanoma, melanocytic lesions)

Presentations upload 10/15 min before the session has started!

Chairs: Prof Dr Georgi Tchernev, Dr Ivan Georgiev, Dr Violeta Marinova, Dr Mariana Zamir

1. Ivan Georgiev
   Stereotactic radiotherapy for retrobulbar metastasis from malignant Melanoma. 12 min.

2. Georgi Tchernev, Nikolay Damianov, Ivanka Temelkova
   Verrucous Keratotic Malignant Melanoma (VKMM) and the OSMS model: When learning from mistakes!? 12 min.

3. Ivan Georgiev
   Radiosurgery for multiple brain metastases from malignant Melanoma. 12 min.

4. Georgi Tchernev, Ivanka Temelkova
   Giant nodular achromatic melanoma developing on the basis of Giant congenital melanocytic nevus. Why OSMS seems to be better than the AJCC recommendations for surgical treatment of cutaneous melanoma ?! 12 min.

5. Julian Ananiev, Georgi Tchernev
   IMP-3 Expression in benign/dysplastic melanocytic nevi and malignant melanoma.12 min.

12:20 -13:15

(Cutaneous Lymphomas)

Presentations upload 10/15 min before the session has started!

Chairs: Dr Tania Popova, Dr Ivan Terziev, Prof Georgi Tchernev

1. Tania Popova, Ivan Terziev, Atanas Radinov, Ivanka Temelkova, Georgi Tchernev
   Brentuximab vedotin for cutaneous anaplastic large T-cell lymphoma. 12 min.

2. Tania Popova, Ivan Terziev, Atanas Radinov, Ivanka Temelkova, Georgi Tchernev
   Brentuximab vedotin for CD-30 positive Granulomatous slack skin MF in patient with sarcoid like reaction after repeated anabolic injections in the past. 12 min.

3. Ivan Terziev
   The role of immunohistochemistry in the complex diagnosis of cutaneous lymphomas. 12 min.
13.15- 14.15 break/ individual lunch

Afternoon session (III) 14:15- 15:30 (Mixed session/Varia/ Vascular Tumours)
Presentations upload 10/15 min before the session has started!

Chairs: Dr Irina Yungareva, Prof. Dr Georgi Tchernev, Dr Ivan Terziev

1. Irina Yungareva, Konstantin Stavrov, Ivan Terziev, Michael Tronnier, Silvia Sapundjieva, Georgi Tchernev
   Kaposi sarcoma with cutaneous involvement: difficulties in the clinical management! 10 min.

2. Valeri Malev, Georgi Tchernev
   A Neurofibromatosis family. 8 min.

3. Irina Yungareva, Ivan Terziev, Michael Tronnier, Konstantin Stavrov, Silvia Sapundjieva, Hristo Mangarov, Georgi Tchernev
   Stewart Treves Syndrome (Primary cutaneous angiosarcoma): rare observation in a Bulgarian patient. Difficulties in clinical management. 8 min.

4. Ivanka Temelkova, Georgi Tchernev
   Giant pelvic neurofibroma in patient with plexiform sciatic neurofibroma and neurofibromatosis type 1. 6 min.

5. Irina Yungareva, Ivan Terziev, Georgi Tchernev
   Bullous Tinea Incognito: first description in the medical literature! 8 min.

6. Valeri Malev, Ivan Terziev, Georgi Tchernev
   Cutaneous and mucosal Hemangiomas: presentation of 8 different Bulgarian patients and discussion about the possible treatment approach. 12 min.

7. Irina Yungareva, Elena Popchristolova, Konstantin Stavrov, Ivan Terziev, Georgi Tchernev
   Sarcoidosis in AC Milan: Molecular Mimicry as possible triggering factor. 10 min.

15.30-16:10 coffee break
16:10-17:00 Varia/ Foreign speaker session (IV)

**Chairs:** Prof. Dr Pietro Nenoff, Prof Dr Georgi Tchernev, Natasa Mitrevska

1. **Prof. Dr. Pietro Nenoff**
   Jontscho Nenoff (1917-2007) - one of the pioneers of dermatological surgery in Germany. 10 min.

2. **Prof. Dr. Pietro Nenoff**
   Molecular epidemiology of dermatophytosis in Germany and India, and the rise of Terbinafine resistant fungi. 20 min.

3. **Dr. Natasa Teovska Mitrevska**
   Treatment of Rhynophyma with Ablative Er:YAG Laser - A Case Report. 10 min.

4. **Dr. Vesna Petresca-Dukovska, Dr. Natasa Teovska Mitrevska**
   Treatment of benign papilloma in oropharynx with Erbium_YAG laser. 10 min

17:10-18:40 Foreign Speaker session (V)/ VARIA/Tumours

**Chairs:** Dr Mariana Zamir, Prof Dr Georgi Tchernev, Assoc Prof Dr Evgeniy Aleksiev

1. **Prof. Dr. Ricardo Vieira**
   Treatment of advanced keratinocyte tumours. 20 min.

2. **Prof. Dr. Ricardo Vieira**
   Interesting (dermato-) surgical cases. 20 min.

3. **Dr. Jose Carlos Cardoso**
   Malignant melanoma: pitfalls in the histopathological diagnosis. 20 min.

4. **Dr Jose Carlos Cardoso, David Serra, Ricardo Vieira**
   Desmoplastic melanoma: diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. 10 min.

5. **Dr Jose Carlos Cardoso, Joana Calvão, Leonor Ramos**
   Primary cutaneous alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma: a rare manifestation of a rare tumour in pediatric age. 10 min.

20:00 Welcome cocktail/dinner! Entrance only for congress participants with CONFERENCE BADGE!
Saturday, 14 March, 2020

REGISTRATION TIME SATURDAY: 7:30-9:00/13:00-14:00

14.03.2019 (BULGARIAN SOCIETY FOR DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY- 2nd NATIONAL CONFERENCE)

23 presentations

REGISTRATION TIME SATURDAY: 7:30-9:00/13:00-14:00

Preliminary registration ends at 10 of March, 2020 under:
00359885588424/georgi_tchernev@yahoo.de
Morning session 09:00 – 11:00 (Keratinocytic tumours/Hidradenitis suppurativa)

Presentations upload 10/15 min before the session has started!

Chairs: Prof Dr Georgi Tchernev, Dr Spartak Milev, Assoc Prof Evgeniy Aleksiev

1. Ivanka Temelkova, Ivan Terziev, Atanas Batashki, Georgi Tchernev
   Lipoma of the neck? 8 min.

2. Spartak Milev
   Keystone flap in skin cancer patients: analysis based on two separate surgical cases. 5 min

3. Sonya Sergieva, Radoslav Mangaldjiev, Petranka Troyanova
   SPECT-CT somatostatin receptor scintigraphy in Merkel Cell Carcinoma. 15 min.

4. Ivan Georgiev
   Intensity modulated radiotherapy with simultaneous boost in inguino-abdominal metastasis of Merkel cell carcinoma? 15 min.

5. Ivan Terziev, Georgi Tchernev, James W Patterson, Hristo Mangarov
   Complex, mixed type BCC- First description in the medical literature of a rare histopathologic type! 10 min.

6. Ivanka Temelkova, Ivan Terziev, Georgi Tchernev
   Eruptive Basaliomas in a young Bulgarian man: Why we have to perform/prefer (?) always surgery?!! 8 min.

7. Ivan Terziev, Hristo Mangarov, Georgi Tchernev
   Successful surgical approach in genital located Morbus Bowen. 6 min.

8. Georgi Tchernev, Ilia Lozev, Atanas Batashki, Ivanka Temelkova
   Hidradenitis suppurativa (Hurley I/II) with pilonidal cyst: stepwise surgical approach with perfect final clinical outcome. 8 min.

9. Georgi Tchernev, Ivan Terziev, Ivanka Temelkova
   Hidradenitis suppurativa (Hurley I/II): Serial excisions with primary wound closure under local anesthesia as most adequate therapeutic approach! 8 min.

10. Atanas Batashki, Ivanka Temelkova, Konstantin Stavrov, Georgi Tchernev
    Neglected SCCs of the face: presentation of 4 selected cases and discussion about the possible treatment approach and the role of Cetuximab. 6 min

11. Atanas Batashki, Ivanka Temelkova, Konstantin Stavrov, Georgi Tchernev
    Advanced high risk BCCs: presentation of 3 selected cases and discussion about the therapeutic approach and the possible role of Vismodegib. 6 min
vismodegib. 6 min

11:00- 11:45 coffee break

11:45-13:00 Pharma presentations

13:00 -14:00 / individual lunch

Session 14:00-15:00  (Mixed session/VARIA/Tumours)
Presentations upload 10/15 min before the session has started!

Chairs: Prof Dr Georgi Tchernev, Assoc Prof Dr Evgeniy Aleksiev, Dr Ivan Terziev

1. Ivan Terziev, James W Patterson, Tiberiu Tebeica, Hristo Mangarov, Gabriela Grigorova, Konstantin Stavrov, Georgi Tchernev
   Interstitial granulomatous dermatitis presenting clinically as a solid targetoid lesion of the arm? 8 min.
2. Georgi Tchernev, Ivan Terziev, Ivanka Temelkova
   Epidermal scalp cysts: surgical approach in a 84 year old Bulgarian patient. 8 min.
3. Ivan Teziev, Tiberiu Tebeica, Hristo Mangarov, Gabriela Grigorova, Konstantin Stavrov, Georgi Tchernev
   Uncommon presentation of Lichen simplex chronicus in Bulgarian patient. 8 min.
4. Evgeniy Aleksiev, Stela Doncheva
   Intraparotid metastases of cutaneous SCC of the forehead: surgical approach. 8 min.
5. Evgeniy Aleksiev, Martin Taskov
   Pilomatrixoma of the eyebrow: surgical approach with favourable outcome. 8 min.
6. Evgeniy Aleksiev, Zornitsa Mihaylova
   Hidradenoma – a rare adnexal tumor of the eyebrow: surgical approach with perfect final outcome. 8 min.

15:00-15:45 coffee break
Foreign session 15:45 - 17:45  (Skin cancer management, precancerous lesions, aesthetic surgery/dermatology)

Presentations upload 10/15 min before the session has started!

Chairs: Prof Dr Georgi Tchernev, Dr Spartak Milev, Assoc Prof Dr Evgenij Aleksiev

1. Dr Mariana Zamir
   MOHS micrographic surgery for skin cancer: when and why? 20 min

2. Prof. Dr. Uwe Wollina
   Scull penetrating skin cancer. 20 min.

3. Prof. Dr. Uwe Wollina
   Myths on dermal fillers. 20 min.

4. Prof. Dr. Uwe Wollina
   The role of metastasectomy in the era of target melanoma therapy. 20 min.

20:00 Official Gala Dinner for SPEAKERS/INVITED GUESTS!
Gala dinner payment have to be performed at the time of registration for the conference!
Please, take a look at our official site for the conference conditions at bulsds.com!